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ABSTRACT
This research use  free Variable The Variable is Debt To Equity Ratio,
Current Ratio, Total Asset of Turn Over and of Net Profit Margi  and also as
Variable tied of that is Earning Per Share (Eps). Population which used in
this research is company of Otomotif which enlist at PT. Effect Exchange
Indonesia counted 7 company. Method which used in this research is
correlation method of Rank Spearman used to analyse influence or relation
when its data is formed by ordinal. Pursuant to result of research which
have can be taken by conclusion that Debt Equity Ratio to correlate by
signifikan to EPS, Current Ratio correlate by signifikan to EPS, Total Asset
of Turn Over do not correlate by signifikan to EPS Net Profit Margin and
[do] not correlate by signifikan to EPS.
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